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Due to the adoption of digital and self-service 
banking experiences, financial institutions (FIs) now 
consume more account holder transaction data than 
ever. In fact, FIs’ data volumes have multiplied as 
much as 150x over the last seven years (Source: 
Tower Group). But most FIs lack an easy way to 
leverage account holder transaction data to forecast 
and manage the entire financial client lifecycle.

Meanwhile, account holders are demanding more 
from their FIs. They care about the personalized 
experiences they’re used to having with every brand 
interaction. 

How can you deliver the relevant, personalized digital 
experience account holders want using the rich 
transactional data you already have? By leveraging 
the best of both worlds: a tailored online banking 
experience powered by real-time data analytics with 
the Segmint-Alkami integration.

Deliver A Personalized Digital Banking 
Experience Backed By Data

Segmint aggregates your data and assigns insights 
describing each account holder’s unique financial 

behaviors, spend patterns, and activity with 
competing FIs. These insights, called Key Lifestyle 
Indicators® (KLIs®), combine analysis of your 
account holders’ transactions with an overview of 
your product line utilization for a 360 degree view of 
your account holders.

The Segmint-Alkami integration delivers intuitive 
insights so you can deeply understand your account 
holders, execute business strategies to improve 
experiences and revenue, and grow relationships. 
Use Segmint KLIs to target and seamlessly execute 
engagements within all Alkami Mobile and Desktop 
Banking content areas, tracking success using 
Segmint campaign attribution reporting.

Key Lifestyle Indicators

Pairing Segmint & Alkami For A Superior, 
Data-Driven Digital Banking Experience

of FIs believe they lack the analytical 
capability to take full advantage of their data 
(Source: Earnix)

76%

of consumers say they are more likely to do 
business with an FI if it offers personalized 
experiences (Source: Financial Brand)
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How It Works

• In the Segmint platform, define the audience 
of exactly who you want to target for each 
campaign. Audience lists automatically 
refresh based on users' KLIs, without manual 
intervention, and sync to Alkami's User Lists.

• In the Alkami CMS, build content to tailor your 
user experience with the right message and 
associate the content to the synced User List, 
ensuring your content is always delivered to the 
right account holder. 

• Measure your campaign results through 
Segmint’s advanced reporting and dashboards, 
which gives you at-a-glance visibility into the 
performance and success of your marketing 
efforts. These reports include those customers 
who not only saw the content within digital 
banking but also achieved the campaign goal, 
whether that's opening a new product, adopting 
a new service or increasing utilization of an 
existing product. This reporting also identifies 
both the face value and 1st year economic value 
of all campaign goals achieved. 

Take Full Advantage Of Your Data To Drive 
Growth

With Segmint and Alkami, you can turn insights into 
action with meaningful marketing campaigns that 
deliver the right message through the right channels 
at exactly the right time.

To learn more, contact your Alkami representative or 
visit Alkami.com.

What You Get: Actionable insights created 
on demand from a knowledge base of 70B+ 
transactions and 15M+ account holders curated 
by AI and a team of advanced degreed library 
scientists

70B+
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